Atlas Intelligent Chatbot for Construction Project Management

**Automate Field Service Operations and Quickly Access Project Data with Chatbots**

**Benefits Summary**
Enhance visibility into project statuses by requesting and consuming project data on demand using mobile devices.

Get answers and share information quickly by accessing project-related documents without having to navigate through content management systems or network folders.

Expedite processes by avoiding manual data entry on journal entries.

**Features Summary**
- Access Daily Reports
- Submit RFIs
- Review Safety Observations
- Check delivery schedules
- Monitor weather at sites
- Track statuses and KPIs

**Atlas Integrations**
- Oracle Primavera P6
- Oracle JD Edwards
- Procore
- AwareManager

**Contact Information**
For more information or to schedule a demo, call +1.952.465-3400, visit www.fishbowlsolutions.com or send an email to info@fishbowlsolutions.com.

Managing the chaos of everyday project management within the construction industry is a daunting task for project managers. Project managers depend on detailed project plans, task and material information that is easy to find and share, and the ability to easily coordinate workers, resources, and deliveries. Traditionally, the management of these components was facilitated by construction project management lifecycle systems. However, accessing these systems and navigating to the module containing this information requires multiple steps, so getting quick answers to project-related questions is difficult. Furthermore, the executive staff of a project do not need all the details, but instead want visibility into project statuses, utilization, and forecast vs. actuals cost information. Without the ability to get questions answered or retrieve key information quickly, projects can be filled with delays, errors, and cost overruns. To ensure profitable projects, progressive construction companies are using Fishbowl’s Atlas intelligent chatbot to automate routine tasks and expedite information sharing.

**Harness Enterprise Data Sources to Retrieve Project Information**
Atlas enables organizations to enhance how project-based knowledge assets are accessed and shared. Instead of having to know the features and functionality of all your organizations’ field-based project applications, as well as where content can be found and accessed; Atlas combines content and information from ERP, project scheduling, and other systems and displays it through a chatbot interface. This interface can be integrated with collaboration systems like Slack or messaging systems like Facebook Messenger.

**Why Atlas for Construction Project Management?**
- Don’t need to be a Project Lifecycle Management (PLM) expert to get answers -- Executive-level status reports, schedules, safety plans, drawings, and project journals can all be retrieved by requesting them through Atlas’ simple chatbot interface
- Get answers quickly – Atlas can Serve up content from content management systems, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, and even weather applications
- Work faster – Increase workforce effectiveness by transforming project data into actionable insights

**Oracle Chatbot Development Partner**
Fishbowl Solutions is an Oracle Partner with specific development focus on the Oracle Intelligent Chabot Cloud Service. With this platform, we can design a chatbot specific to your use case and project management automation initiative.